Transfection of activated c-H-rasEJ/pSV2neo or pSV2neo genes into rat mammary cells: rapid stimulation of clonal diversification of spontaneous metastatic and cell-surface properties.
We examined whether the conversion of benign rat mammary cells to metastatic cells by transfection of c-H-rasEJ/pSV2neo or control pSV2neo genes results in rapid stimulation of diversification of cellular phenotypes. Transfection of c-H-rasEJ into twice-cloned, stable (greater than 1 year) rat mammary MTC.4 cells, followed quickly by cell cloning, revealed differences in transfected oncogene copy numbers and expression of p21rasEJ. No correlation between c-H-rasEJ copy numbers or the cellular amounts of p21rasEJ or total p21ras and spontaneous metastatic potentials was found. By subcloning transfected cells as soon as possible after gene transfer, we found some rearrangements and amplifications of c-H-rasEJ and heterogeneous spontaneous metastatic potentials. In addition, the expression of the mammary tumor metastasis-associated cell-surface glycoprotein gp580 on untransfected and transfected MTC.4 cells indicated that the cell populations of higher metastatic potential were also more diverse in their cell-to-cell antigen expression than untransfected or non-metastatic, transfected MTC.4 cells. In contrast, the expression of a putative metastasis-suppressor gene, nm23, was unchanged after transfection and subcloning. Control pSV2neo transfections or calcium phosphate treatment alone also resulted in the generation of cellular heterogeneity, although at an apparently lower frequency than c-H-rasEJ transfections, suggesting that transfection of activated, dominantly acting oncogenes, or in some cases control genes, can result in destabilization of transfected cells, rapid diversification and generation of heterogeneity in growth rate, spontaneous metastatic potential and antigen expression.